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Justice Dept. official to visit UMO
Bobby 
 Haskell
A high-ranking U.S. Justice
Department official will be coming to
this campus sometime in late
November or December to meet with
interested students and answer
questions about the department's
policies and programs.
This was the word from President
Winthrop Libby late last week after
he received a letter from Attorney
General John Mitchell on Wednesday.
Mitchell said the Justice Department
is planning a series of visits to
campuses across the nation to talk
with students about "law
enforcement, civil rights, and
environmental quality."
UMO was one of 51 campuses
notified by the Justice Department
last week that an official would be
sent to talk with students if the
campus presidents requested these
visits.
Mitchell explained that the
sessions were originally scheduled for
October or November, and are
intended to improve communications
between his department and college
students.
The list includes campuses in 32
states and the District of Columbia.
Four of the schools are
predominantly Negro.
Although the inq u r I (tin)
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Maine Governor Kenneth M. Curtis spent 45 minutes fielding questions
from 150 people who attended the first meeting of the General Student
Senate Tuesday evening. (('AMPUS photo by Wielder)
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Mitchell appeared well-meaning
enough, the news of the impending
visit, referred to by the Bangor Daily
News as a probe, stirred up concern
among some UMO students which led
to a meeting in President Libby's
office with 19 students at 7:15 last
Friday morning.
Libby said lie is reluctant to have
a Justice Department official come to
this campus because it is in a
"constructive mood," and nothing
should be done to destroy this mood.
He added, however, that becuase of
the nature of the inquiry, he could
not refuse because Maine people
would wonder what he has to hide.
"We must assume the Justice
Department is honestly concerned
with students" Libby said. And he
expressed the hope that the officials
will come with open minds.
UM Chancellor Dr. Donald R.
McNeil said he supports Libby's
decision, adding that he encourages
opportunities for improving relations
between the students and the federal
government.
But the feelings among the 19
students gathered in Libby's office
were not so opptimistic. The
consensus was that the Justice
Department has no business coming
to this campus, and that the officials
will be here lof purposes other than
just answering questions about their
organization.
One student feared this would be
an attempt for the department to get
its foot in the door for further
investigative activities. And another
asked "Why give them a chance to
look like something they're not"
But at the conclusion of the
hour-long meeting, which was
unattended by senate president Chic
Chalmers and other senate people
except newly-elected vice president
continued on page 8
College reactions 
Justice •over sc Dept. visits
by Renee Campbell and Don Perry
Reaction to the Justice
Department's plans to visit college
campuses have varied across the
country. College editors from 13 of
the 51 schools were contacted by the
CAMPUS on Monday and Tuesday.
Washington University in St. Louis,
Mo. and San Diego State College said
they had heard nothing at all and
were surprised to find out they were
on the list.
Several other schools said they
had heard press reports but had
received no contact from the Justice
Department. One was Wayne State
College located in downtown Detroit.
Another was Marquette in Milwakee,
Wisconsin. Marquette TRIBUNE
editor Any Rogers considered the
issue no big deal, saying unless a big
name came to their campus the
project wouldn't amount to much.
He added Marquettes president had
said he thought the idea was good
because "anything that puts
Marquette in the news is good for
Marquette." Rogers said he had
received no feedback from any of the
schools 12,000 students.
University of Virginia editor Tom
Adams said hc. U. it his school of
10,000 would accept the invitation
but that nothing good would come of
it. He said Virginia had a visit from
the state department last year and
the reaction was negative.
Elliot Brown, editor of
Northwestern University's DAILY
NORTHWESTERN said the president
there is still reviewing the situation
but is "sort of in favor." Brown said
he was informed of the plan by a
letter from the Dean of Students. He
had no idea of how the final
confrontation would be organized.
In New Haven, YALE DAILY
NEWS editor Tom Warren said he
wasn't sure if the university would
accept the department's offer.
Warren said he first learned of the
NEW YORK TIMES. So far there has
been no reaction on the part of Yale
Students. He analized the situation
by saying Attorney General Mitchell
stood to win either way, either by
improving his image if students chose
to talk to him or else downgrading
the student image if they threw eggs.
That same analysis was shared by
Boston University editor Charles
Radin. The editor of the DAILY
FREE PRESS called the trip "a
political move," with Nixon winning
either way. Asked if he felt the trip
was necessai), K liii replied, "Yes,
as far as the campus is concerned, it
will give us a chance to demonstrate
that there is no possible chance of
reconciliation with the Justice
Department."
Radin said the first indication he
had of the plan was through the
BOSTON HERALD TRAVELLER, a
Boston daily. He felt the Justice
Department had jumped the gun by
releasing the information first to the
press.
University of Denver editor Skip
Berlet termed the plan a public stunt.
Asked about his administration's
reaction he said "Our president lives
in an ivory tower, we have almost no
contact with him." Berlet said the
Chancellor (Denver's equivilent to
vice-president) was surprised. Berlet
added the news had come to them
through the press, with the Justice
Department letter not far behind. He
had no news of how the visit would
be handled except that a cross
section of the student body would be
chosen to ask questions.
The president of Stanford
University in California first denied
continued on page 2
Grass used at UMO
Curtis says Trustees by 30% of students
should represent people
by Ed LaFreniere
The University of Maine Board of
Trustees should idealistically be
chosen to represent a wider spectrum
of Maine CiIi?c'flS in an attempt to
achieve "a better balance," Governor
Kenneth M. Curtis told a group of
about 160 students Tuesday night in
Barrows Hall during the first meeting
of the General Student Senate.
Curtis was responding to a
question by a student who asked why
"the people" in the state are not
represented on the Board. She said
she felt the Board is unfairly
comprised almost entirely of
upper-class businessmen.
Curtis said that to achieve a more
balanced representation it would
probably be necessary to abolish the
Maine Executive Council and allow
the state senate to approve Trustee
nominations by the governor.
Low-income families, the
laborers, and other groups should in
all fairness be given representation on
the Board, the governor asserted.
However, in response to a subsequent
question, Curtis said he could not
promise that, if re-elected, all groups
would be given adequate
representation, within the next four
years.
Asked if he though the portions
of the bond issue voted down last
June should have been itemized on
the ballot, Curtis said he felt "certain
portions would have passed."
C urt is stated the student's
suggestion of itemization should be
looked into, for future issues.
Colin Gillis, a senator
representing the fraternities, and a
contestant in last year's senate
vice-presidential election, asked
Curtis why the top priority in the
bond issue was the expansion of the
gym and physical education facilities.
Gillis said he felt the library should
be expanded instead.
Curtis replied that building a new
gym "has been a special project of an
influential member of the
legislature." He did not elaborate on
the point.
Gillis later said he felt while the
community grows, the quality of
education diminishes. Curtis said he
agreed, but added that, taking this
under consideration, the Trustees
also realize that if more students are
rejected from the university, the
quality of education would be
improved.
The Trustees, he indicated, are
taking both of these theories under
consideration, but achieving a happy
medium is difficult. "They are trying
to do both, but they can't," he stated
The Democratic (;overnor,
running against Republican .laines S.
na in in the November 3 election,
also stated he would like to he able
to offer free tuition to freshman and
sophomore in-state students, but.
because of the tax structure in Maine.
this is almost an impossibility.
Also, he said, in the
super-university system, each campus
idealistically should have a single
purpose. For example, he indicated,
one campus might he used for home
economic minors, while another offer
just teacher education.
"We would like to offer a higher
quality of education, lust as we
would like to have higher quality
industries, but we have neither. These
things take time," he stated.
by Cathy Palmer
Nearly 30 percent of all UMO
students use marijuana according to a
preliminary report of the Drug
Survey ainducted last Spring.
This, and other date obtained
from the SURVEY OF DRUG
USAGE, distributed by the Center of
Counseling and Psychological
Services, was based on a total return
of some 70.4 percent of the students
enrolled at the Orono campus last
spring semester.
Other results showed that:
I ) More than half of the students
who have used marijuana once, have
used it three or more times.
2) One percent of the students on
campus say they have used narcotics
ten or more times in the past six
months.
3) Ten percent of the students
expect to increase their drug usage.
4) Half of the students
under-estimate the extent of the drug
usage on this campus.
The drug survey, directed by Dr.
Charles 0. Grant, provides the first
facts relating to durg usage on this
campus. Although the information in
the report is incomplete, Grant said,
subsequent reports will outline the
exact drug products being used by
LIMO students.
The report statistics revealed that
more women (79 percent) than men
(64 percent) and more off-campus
than dormitory residents returned
the questionnaires.
The di ug returns suggest that
approximatek three out of ten
students have used marijuana and
among these users, one out ot three
say they have used it more than 20
times. Onlv 7.5 percent report use of
hallucinogens, hut II admit use
stimulants and depressants. Only h.4
percent indicated some narcotics use.
The survey reveals that most
students first used drugs while
enrolled at the University. The same
was true for first use of the other
drugs with the exception of
narcotics. Nearly 60 percent of the
reported narcotics users had their
first experience sometime before
enrollment.
The follwoing drugs were
admittedly used ten or more times in
the past six months:
marijuana — 13 percent
hallucinogens — 1 percent
stimulants-depressants — 4
percent narcotics — 1 percent
Nearly 26 percent of the
responding students intend to use
marijuana in the next year and yet a
minimal number project the same use
for hallucinogens, stimulants-depres-
sants and narcotics. Throughout the
survey, marijuana appeared
undoubtedly to be the most
commonly used drug.
The students said the most,
common source of both marijuana
and hallucinogens is "a friend or
acquaintance." For the
stimulants-depressants and narcotics,
a "retail store" was indicated as the
source. This could refer to cough
continued on page 8
'krts and Sciences Dean John ssolde (standing) tells a group of is
they annot remain at the kits and Sciences faculty meeting on Mond as
afternoon because the factilt)'s hy-lasss, permit only three students to attend
these meetings After gime discus.sion, the students left the meeting f story on
page 2). (CAMPUS photo hy Krantz)
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Students vacate
AILS faculty meeting
Sixteen LIMO students vacated an
Arts and Sciences faculty meeting in
130 Little Hall Monday afternoon
after being told by Dean John NoIde
that the meeting would not be called
to order while they were present.
When the meeting was scheduled
to begin, Dean No1de explained to
the group the by-laws of the A & S
College faculty is stated only two
student representatives (appointed by
the Student Senate) as well as a
Maine CAMPUS reporter are allowed
to attend the meetings.
One member of the group,
former student senate president Stan
Cowan, asserted the students were
there only to show their "deep
concern as to who will be sitting on
the Education Policy Committee" as
well as those who would be on the
Projects-in-Learning and Nominating
Committees. The election of faculty
members to these committees was
the maine order of business at the
meeting.
Students were firm in their bid to
remain in the meeting and the
discussion became more heated when
Dean Nolde refused to refer the
question of student attendance to a
faculty vote, again citing the by-laws.
The students finally left, and the
meeting was called to order.
lover's
lane
A lengthy explanation of the
makeup of the educational policy
committee took platy. This
committee will study proposals of
academic changes and submit their
recommendations to the faculty for a
vote of approval. For this committee,
the Arts and Science College has been
broken into three groups; Science
(zoology, math, geology, and
physics), Humanities (journalism,
music, art, English. speech,
philosophy, and foreign languages)
and Social Sciences (political science,
economics, sociology, history, special
studies, psychology, and
anthropology).
For the committee, two members
from the first three departments in
the above groups were nominated.
After the initial three years, the
length of terms served will be
staggered.
Elected to the Nominating
Committee were professors Wesley
O'neill and Steuart Doty. Elected to
the Projects-in-I . ..rning committee
were Mrs. Dr , Chapman and
Professor Denneth I layes.
After the voting which took over
a half hour with all the explanations
included, Dean Not& addressed the
then unnamed Educational Policy
Committee and said, "I hope you will
come up with some definite
proposals fairly quickly."
The committee is responsible for
formulation of all the academic
changes the College of Arts &
Sciences will consider in the months
ahead.
During the meeting, faculty
members were often confused by
each other's questions on procedure.
When discussing elections to the
lducational Policy Committee, there
was confusion first as to whether a
majority or a plurality was needed.
Soon the question of how ties were
to be broken was raised, on which
Professor C. A. Green moved that it
be decided by flipping a coin.
After "new business" was called
for, Professor Carroll Terrell
arose and moved that a vote be called
for on the next meeting's agenda
concerning opening the meetings to
the student body "as space would
reasonably allow" in his words.
However, he was told to sit down by
faculty members near him and was
ruled out of order.
The meeting adjourned after
being in session ftir one hour.
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Over 1,200 parents
visit UMO campus
by Eileen Stretton
The first annual Parent's
Weekend was held October 3rd and
4th at the UMO campus. The
weekend was an experiment to see
how many people want to know
about the campus and the people
who live here.
In his second address of the
morning to parents of UMO students
President Winthrop C. Libby said the
weekend had been organized to find
out how many people are as
concerned about the education of
their children as they say. Libby
stated, "We planned this weekend
with the idea of 'Let's see if enough
parents are interested.' "
Ile said that 200 to 500 people
had been expected to participate.
When registration reached 1200 with
95; non alumni, it seemed that one
important question had been
answered, Libby added.
Saturday morning activities
included bus tours of the campus and
meetings with President Libby, and
faculty members representing each
department on campus. Because of
the number of people attending,
Libby made two addresses to groups
of 300 each.
Lunch with students and the
Maine-Rhode Island football game
were on the agenda for the
afternoon.
The only scheduled Sunday event
was a bus trip to Bar Harbor. Four
buses of parents and students made
the ride to the top of Cadillac
Mountain for a view of one of the
best known areas on the Maine Coast.
The weekend's events were
sponsored this year by the
Development office. In the future
they will be organized by the newly
created Parents and Friends
Organization. The first slate of
officers were elected in a meeting in
Hauck Auditorium Saturday
morning.
Officers will serve for one year.
Presidents are Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Newell of Hampden, Maine. The
three sets of Vice-Presidents will be
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Delalio of Beth
Page, N.Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Smith of Boxford, Mass.; and, Dr.
and Mrs. John Woodcock of Bangor.
The executive council will be
composed of 20 sets of parents and
Greg Choquette and Kerry Atherton,
presidents of the sophomore Owls
and Eagles, respectively.
The first meeting of the
organization will be in January to
discuss plans for the next Parents
Weekend, tentatively scheduled for
the weekend of October 9, 1971.
Campus reaction
continued front page i
knowledge of the letter, then
admitted he had received it when
questioned by students.
And in Maryland, [Alward Smith
Jr., president of the Morgan State
Student Government said students
there are deliniti opposed to the
COURTEOUS SERVICE
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• JOHNNY'S PIZZA •
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s27.3848 OLD TOWN
NORTH MAIN ST.
visit. Iwo letters have already been
sent out telling Mitchell his plan is
unwise. Speaking for the live
thousand mostly Black students at
Morgan. Smith said, "The Nixon
Administration is trying to infiltrate
the campuses simply to find out what
makes the student body tick, and to
eventually gain control of the
student,."
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to Copenhagen and Majorca for a swing
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Gauvreau wins rate
for senate V. P.
Last Thursday, Paul Gauvreau
was elected vice-president of the
student senate by 17 votes over
Rouen C. Mennealy in a five-man
contest in hich 2912 students voted.
Menne*, who was behind by 18
votes after the first count, gained the
extra vote in a recount held Sunday.
Gauvreau, a senior majoring in
Political Science, was elected on a
platform in which he emphasized the
need for better on- and off- campus
He is chairman of the Orono
Tenants Union which is now being
formed.
He is also stressing the need for
new dormitories on campus, as
15,000 students are expected to
enroll at UM() by 1980. "The
university has failed to provide for
student housing needs," he said.
Many freshmen have been forced to
triple up due to the housing shortage.
Many students who registered last
spring expecting to be housed on the
Students vote in
'70a 71 senators
An estimated 3,000 students
turned out last Thursday to civet the
72 members of the 1970-71 student
senate, Dave Siegel, student senate
executive assistant, reported Monday.
Ten of this year's members arc
incumbents. l'hey' are: Bart Knight
and Bob Chamberlian of Sigma Phi
li.psilon. Bob Dennis. Mike Huston.
Neal Davis, and Charles DiPompo, all
off-campus; Maggie Stetson of Colvin
Hall; Greg Carpenter of Corbett.
Judy Hackett, hart, jnd Marc
Ayotte, Oak.
Competitiid 
-kinate sedi
:
ondittoning
Front Disc Brakes
Plus Drum Brakes
Tonsolette with Electric Clock
effective headroom
light in three dorms. Only one person
from Colvin and one In tin
1..stabrooke signed up. Fach dorm is
allowed one member.
Also, only two students signed up
from York IlaII, a dorm winch is
allowed three seats. Senate President
Chic Chalmers has indicated a
re-election to seek a third member
will be held upon request of the
dorm.
Competition was healss iiiall
other areas, however. 1 or the 72
seats, 169 persons signed up for the
boom
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"VS it loyelhee"
Adam & Eve couldn't have
expressed love and to-
getherness better than
our classic "Loveshirts"
do.. . . Gals & guys can
wear it anywhere be-
cause the loveshirt is
casual, it's message
is beautiful . . .
and obvious. Buy
one as a gift -
even better by
the pair.
Crew neck, rib cuff and bot-
tom, set in sleeves. All cot-
ton, fleeced inside for extra
warmth. State size S/ M/L/ XL
'6 EACH $11 PAIR
vim II 00 p p Ihdla
COHO ASSOCIATES CORP.
P.O. Box 1116
Wayne, N. J. 07470
Orono campus have been shipped
down to South Campus."
His other concerns are academic
affairs, including the formation of
departmental councils and a
liberalization of requirements, civil
liberties, including an expansion of
legal aid to students, and the
establishment of a Housing Appeals
Board.
Regarding the implementation of
changes voted by the students last
April in the academic poll. Gauvreau
said. "I oil student support is
essential if these reforms are to he
realired."
1 he IA10 Board of 1 raternities
has announced that tratermic ss idt
Open Rush Weekend will bk. held the
weekend id Nw.ernher 13-15. 1 his
clarification is iecsssitated an
error in the kolideni I landhOok.
urinal writler. hids kk ill le handed
out after December 7 iinstead
October I i is silts/I in the
landbook
Rush kkeekend is highlighted
house parties, indoultral how,: tours
and discussion, concerning traternity
goals and ideal,. Nric Irestomin and
upperclassman interested iii seeing
lip.' hand vs hat fraternity lite is, are
• • • • • • OOOOOOOOOOO
Moratorium to show
economic problems
by John Carey
One week from today the
Coalition for Peace will sponsor a
Moratorium in protest of the
Vietnam war. there will be several
speakers featured, and several
workshops and discussions will he
held.
Kevin Vickers, spokesman tor the
Coalition, sa', it will be j
"communications day ." Ile indicated
the speakers' thoughts will beaimed
at people "either on the fence or
against its
Vickers emphasited this
MoratOrlill11 vs ill not be merely J
replay .d pre‘iiins ones. this ofle is
Iuiciis,P11 this ow ot
a War-tune c•,:onorric and subsequent
orobleins h ,IS I is hdi 1Int1.111(In
n't'd ,Ind the
!as k of funds for domestic program,.
1 he program I ir tb5 Jay includes
ran!. at 1 I a.m. on the 1 ogler
LINA!. steps !AIM Vridessiirs Da‘e
Smith and Kenneth 11c* es. Stan
( (man. and Rev. Robert Cunnane as
speaker.. Si 's seminars 11 ill 1On/1W to
he s,nic ludcd an S p.m. religious
ser‘ice iii !laud, Nuditotium.
Rey. ( unnane is J priest
from Boston WM) vs as arrested in
September. 116S. tor burning 104111
drat t files in Milyvaukee. He and hits
thirteen accomplices became known
as the -Milv.aukee 14.- I •th.•r
Cunnane has only recently been
released from prison.
The Coalition for Peace is loosely
affiliated with the National Coalition
for a Responsible Congress INCR('),
which has endorsed this Moratorium.
this year '1 Moratorium comes
One year after the original
Moratorium against the 11iar that
took place on October 15.1969.
I his October 15 is a national
strike for peace day, as called for by
the 'V R( and the national Coalition
tor Peace. \II the oups taking part
emphasize that they regard the
struggle to reYerse this c.ountry's
policies In '`itilitheast Ansa as a
continuing b..itle Mat 5. as only
begun 1,!. preyious
tic tor
Responsible \coon, .\ 1101 the
oalito.n tor Peace IS .1 part, is
hoping that tile action u-I,,,red and
discussed In ear's Moratorium
will otter alternatRe, to !he people
vs ho hays'.asyct. !.11,1 responded to
11,11i
1101l1 in ori..!aniiat tonal meeting,
Thursday . tiiber S at 7 Ofi p.m. in
2(16 k inks
 II ill 1),,,u,lt,r1 ss ill :enter
around game ic d ulin md the
poccokitir ies id all Lacrosse. AU
ii d.-..!iidtkik. and
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justice department
should explain itself
An invitation "reluctantly" extended by
UMO President Winthrop Libby to one
Assistant Attorney General William
Ruckelshaus has opened the UMO gates to a
visit by a highranking Justice Department
official sometime in late November or
December.
The fact that the UMO gates have been
opened to this alleged opportunity for students
to answer questions about the Justice
Department's policies and programs is certainly
not contrary to the UM policy for maintaining
a -free and open- Uni‘ersity. But the reasons
given by the Justice Department for wanting to
send people to this and 50 other college and
university campuses across the country do seem
strange and highly questionable.
Taken at face ‘alue. the letter of inquiry
which Attorney General John Mitchell sent to
Libby makes it seem that J.D. officials will
come onto this campus to conduct a dialogue
with students so the latter will become
enlightened on the operative methods of the
Justice Department.
But this department is hardly known for its
efforts to get better acquainted with the youth
of this nation, while its director is better known
for knocking at -weak knee-ed- college
administrators and professors for allowing
radical elements to activel work on their
campuses
So we can justifiably wonder if there is not
some underlying purpose for sending these
token officials of Justice Department of
goodwill onto some of the nation's more
moderate campuses.
Admittedly. the reasons behind this move
still lie entrenched in fog. But if a number of
unanswered questions were cleared up, the real
purposes for these visits might be less hazy.
Why, for instance, is the Justice
Department sending only one person to answer
the potential questions about his organization
which could be raised by 8,000 UMO students?
Why has this public relations campaign been
organized so soon after the completion of the
Scranton Commission's Report on Campus
Unrest, which was so disdainfully received by
the Nixon administration? Why have 51
colleges, most of which have little or no histor
of dissenting activities, been given the
opportunity to invite these J.D. representatives,
when the department could be making an
attempt to improve its image on more
anti-establishment campuses such as Berkeley,
Kent State, the University of Wisconsin. and
Columbia?And what will be the outcome of
these visits since Ruckelshaus has said no
reports will be made.
The Justice Department has some tall
explaining to do, and these will be good
questions to ask the lone representative when
he comes to Orono later this fall. Until these
questions are answered, students should not
answer any questions the J.D. agent may have
about life at UMO.
The Justice Department official probably
already knows more about this campus than
most of of the students he will be talking with.
So students will probably have nothing new to
add to the official's available information. But
if the students want to tal:e the initial request
at face value, they should be prepared with
pointed questions about how the Justice
Department operates, and its real reasons for
coming to UMO.
The frankness of the J.D. representatives
answers, and the amount of information
interested students can actually gather during
whatever open forum may be organized will
determine just how sincere this attempt for
better communication really is.
students must
desire a change
Two weeks ago the CAMPUS reported that
Vice-President for Academic Affairs James
Clark predicted the most easily changeable
academic policies would not be altered before
next fall.
Last week, student senate President Chic
Chalmers would not even venture to make a
prediction. "If nothing comes through," he
said, "it will be the students' fault."
We feel that Chalmers is right. So far this
year the Arts and Sciences faculty has elected a
committee to deal with academic reform: and
the student senate is in the process of setting up
task forces comprised of students interested in
effecting the academic change which is needed
so desperately on this campus. as indicated by
the results of last April's academic poll.
These task forces are necessary for the sake
of organi/ation. And manpower is needed il
the are going to work, and work now. The
dots of the senate is to coordinate these
tar little coordination ha. been
fe‘‘ stu(I, at, !Lis t. I)
IRLH)
about these committees.
Now is the time to get to work. Don't wait
until the first set of prelims to start
complaining about academic policies because
you feel secure now. You won't feel too secure
in a couple of weeks. Why not start the ball
rolling down the path of academic change right
now?
We all remember what happened during last
spring's moratorium. We sat down and
evaluated education at the University of Maine.
We decided that it is a rat race, one in which
the student is so busy worrying about grades
that he forgets what education is for. We
decided that in such a situation we are not. in
fact, "getting our money's worth- out of this
institution.
There are. believe ii or not. those of us who
do remember last year. And we want to change
the system now. Not alter prelims. nor after
final exams. hut NOW
Change. however will not come by iisell.
People are needed Ix! 's gut (ii r monev ortli
li,..tore next fall
it •
•
e41 I
,00r
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The Justice Department plans to grace our campus as part of its 51
college PR tour. Everthing new we learn about the Department's plans
leaves a bad taste in our mouths.
Dewrite their sweet letter, signed sincerely by John M. Mitchell and
supposedly laying the department wide open to student scrutiny, we
doubt the "sincerely" of their intentions. It seems strange they should
make their gesture SO soon after the arrival of the Scranton Commission
Report on the Campus Unrest, a report President Nixon and his faithful
sidekick Spiro disagree with so strongly. We Three agree with the
theory the Nixon Administration wants its own report and we're willing
to bet you'll see it soon after the Justice Department finishes its
rounds.
It would be best if Nixon would take his politics somewhere else
and keep his cronies the hell out of Maine. Anytime a national bugaboo
like campus violence gets dragged across Maine, Maine schools and
Maine students only stand to lose. We become guilty by association. On
top of that we don't think there's anything here for the Justice
Department to investigate and they'd do themselves more good if they
spend their time and our money elsewhere.
But for better or worse, the Justice Department is coming. They
assured themselves that when they told the national press they were
coming before they told Win Libby. And Win Libby sewed it up when
he told the local press he'd accepted before he told the Justice
Department. So Libby now has himself in the familiar position of
damned if he does and damned if he don't. He can't take student advice
and reverse his decision because people expecting a probe will feel he's
trying to hide something and people expecting a dialogue will accuse
him of trying to shut it off.
It's a position he's been in before and he's handled it well by
dumping it in the lap of the student body Now it's our ballgame. We
may be forced to play but at least we can make up the rules.
And it's the rules that are important. The Justice Department letter
says it will answer questions about its policies and programs in whatever
forum we deem appropriate. A student committee is now determining
that forum. So far particulars are up in the air, except that the
department will be welcome to ANSWER questions, not ASK them,
Al TI R the November elections. In the meantime some serious
considerations are in order 13 any and all concerned. If you're a
student you're concerned because what that department comes up with
attects you directiv.
1111, isn't an opportunit pd.. over. It be the only chance
ou get to ask someone who rcall know. if .1, I dgar Hoover really
sleep, v%ith a mute-lit,'.
dave broght/stan covvan & charlie Jacobs
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Downtown
OLD TOWN
(same as ever)
Main Street
Downtown
BANGOR
(formerly Burden's)
so now there are two
FASHION STORES
As seen in VOGUE
Ahip'i&yhore
The
shirt of
no-gimmicry.
$8.
The ultimate sophistication—simple, straightforward
shirtmanship, for a look that's all line and shape.
Limited Edition, in so-easy-care Sand Crepe. 80%
Dacron polyester and 20% cotton. Candid colors.
Sizes 28 to 38.
As seen in MADEMOISELLE
7/11
Ahip hove 
Striping up
ribbons and
flowers
s7.
Wallpaper print that's all crisp and
feminine. Sassy shim collar. Snaps up
skirts. Perky with pants. In easy-care 50%
Polyester and 50% cotton. Jewel tones
with white. Sizes 28-38
Old Town - 827-2091
Bangor - 945-970c
imosimoosio
by Ron Beard
JOPLIN IS DEAD, IT HIT ME HARD
AND I SHALL MISS HER.
Soundings imemis
where you can eat a lot better for a lot
less and a lot quicker
AT THE
BURGER HOUSE 1
SPECIAL ON DELIVERIES
1 FREE PINT OF ICE CREAM
WITH EVERY ORDER OVER S250
Park St. 866-4889 Orono, Maine
Consolidation
Planned for UM
Growth groups
A chance to explore one's ideas
and feelings about oneself and other
people is the goal of seven Personal
Growth Groups currently being
organized by the Center for
Counseling and Psychological
Services.
Each group will be made up of
eight to ten students and two
counselors and will meet for two
hours weekly. John Pickering of the
Maine Christian Association, who will
be a counselor in one of the groups,
hopes that once a group is formed its
members will remain together for the
entire fall semester. In this way, each
group will be able to grow at its own
speed and its members will be able to
develop an open relationship with
each other. This is a basic purpose of
the program.
Under the coordination of
Russell Whitman of the Center,
groups that were formed
independently by the faith groups
and by the counseling center last
year, are being brought together in
order to give more students a chance
to find out about the program and
participate in it.
To learn how others see one, to
learn how to meaningfully relate to
others, and to feel more open with
oneself and others, have been cited as
some of the aims of the groups. In
addition, the groups offer the student
a means to experiment with new
forms of behavior in a protected
environment.
PENOBSCOT TRADING POST
for reload supplies
hand guns. rifles - shot guns
ammunition supplies
scopes compasses
•
THE EARLY AMERICAN
40 MAIN STREET, BANGOR
11 Main St. Bangor
Invites you to visit and see for yourself
CARDS - GIFTS PRINTS
GRAPHICS—ORIGINAL ART
WORK POP ART - CUSTOM
FRAMING - MATTING SERVICE
GIFT WRAPPING & MAILING SERVICE
• Be sure and register with your student
• ID for student discount
iMAINE SOUND & INTERCOM. INC_:
• 120 STATE STREET
•
BANGOR. MAINE
• Components Compacts Stereo Tape Recorders•
•
• Tuners Turntables
•
• Amplifiers Speaker Systems
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Acoustic Research Garrard Pickering
Sony E/V
JVC
From $119.95
942-1120
Shure
Bogen
By App.
942-6589
2-8
Steaks
Roast Beef
Maine Lobster
Cocktail Lounge
Three Banquet Rooms
Pilots •
05 • "It
14th
9
BANGOR
US ROUTE 2
TAKE HERMON(Xii
OFF INTERSTATE 95
Fabrics of Distinction..
•NOTIONS
•FABRICS
•PATTERNS
1% DISCOUNT
G.' FABRIC
WITH STUDENT 1.0
60 COLUMBIA STREET
BANGOR
TELEPHONE 945 3473
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Fox's retirement
causes problems
Jospeh M. lox, President of UM's
Fort Kent campus, in his letter of
resignation, stated that it is necessary
to have "new leadership during the
critical period of the college's
history." Although Fox originally
submitted his resignation last Feb.. it
was not taken up by the UM Board
Trustees until last Monday's board
meeting at the Fort Kent campus.
President Fox's resignation becomes
effective Aug. 31,1971.
Fox, 55, also said, that 15 years
as president was "long enough."
Dr. Stanley Freeman,
Vice-Chancellor for the University of
Maine, will organize a search team for
Fox's replacement at Fort Kent.
The search team will be
composed of students, faculty, and
one administrator. The students and
faculty will be elected from their
respective constituencies. This team
will follow the pattern at the
Salwak named
UM PI chief
Stanley F. Salwak has been
appointed President of the University'
of Maine at Presque Isle.
He was appointed last year but
did not take full-time residence until
this summer. Prior to his
appointment, he was the
Co-ordinator of the Big Ten
Universities in Chicago.
Presque Isle has ne% campus
government organization made up of
students, faculty, and administrators.
This legislative body will investigate
topics such as campus development
and inter-collegiate activities. It will
also pass recommendations on to
Salwak about campus policy.
THIBODEAU'S V I P
BARBER SHOP
Specializing
HAIR COLORING
HAIRPIECES
STYLING
RAZOR CUTTING
RETOUCHING
Come down to
35 North Main St,
OLD TOWN
or coil 827-5531
Machias, and • Portland-Gorham
campuses.
In Machias. President Lincoln A.
Sennett said that he would deter his
retirement, tendered in June, until a
replacement can be found. The
search team, begun in June, in
Machias is made up of one
administrator, three students, and
three faculty members.
The Portland-Gorham team,
under Acting President William J.
McCloud, is made up of two
administrators, three students, and
three faculty members.
Due to the fact that the
applicants for presidential positions
must satisty. all three of the groups,
Chancellor McNeil said that the
search at each campus has taken
more time than is normal. He said
that the students and faculty are
being thorough in their search.
The Maine Campus
New ecology course on campus
Many a Maine elementary school
teacher, laced with the question,
"What is earth?' can attribute the
answer to attendance at a course,
Man and His Environment, at UMO.
Not every teacher is a whiz in the
sciences. In fact, there are quite a few
who are rather afraid of the mysteries
behind the words chemistry, biology.
zoology and all the other °logics. But
there is no getting away from the
fact that the elementary school child
of today's space age is pretty hep
about science and wants to knoss
quite a few answers to what is going
on around him.
To help the prospective teacher
who thinks he would really like to
stay away from laboratories and all
things scientific, the College of Lite
Sciences and Agriculture put together
a course particularly for non-science
people at the request of the College
of Education.
Originally intended for education
majors, it was one of the "block"
Chicago at
UM P G soon
Chicago will highlight Greek
Weekend at the UM Portland-Gorham
campus this weekend. Die weekend
will climax with the famous hard-rock
sound of Chicago at a Sunday
concert. Also scheduled to appear at
Gorham this fall is the Mother's of
Invention on Novermber 15th.
PICTURE AND GIFT SHOP
17 MAIN STREET
Students! Make your room the
meanest horror pad in the dorm
with our new Halloween decorations.
Also don't miss our fine assortment of
DOWNTOWN BANGOR
.**
10,NN e44, 
o
POSTERS Eve9:``
CANDLES
STRING BEAD CURTAINS
INCENCE and
CALENDERS
Also enjoy our wild array of gifts, cards, and stationary.
THE NICEST CARDS IN TOWN
A GROOVY
PLACE TO VISIT
For: 44>r6;bspipe Nen 41, wer
• 1/4, 4s rt4iierta
be*
ityan 4in,, dresser
I 7 MAIN ST. ORQN0
tutles tot%
ATTENTION
CLASS OF
Attit4'
1971
from Oct. 9 - Oct. 14
  
applicatimrs for cla.s..s. council 1 
mat be picked lip iii Ali.. I)arid Raiurs• 0.1ice
Memorial
courses scheduled for students who
spend half the semester practice
teaching. Returning to campus for
the other half, the student may take
block courses, which are double the
usual class length. Man and His
Environment was one of these,
beginning in 1962.
This fall, the College of Life
Sciences added another division of
the course on a regular semester basis
so that students from all colleges
could take it. "We felt the subject
matter is relevant today for all
page seven
students," LSA Associate Dean
Winston E. Pullen said. -The block
course is too difficult for other
students to fit into their schedules."
Dr. Frederick Hutchinson,
professor of soils, is an enthusiastic
booster of the course which he has
been teaching since its first class. "We
try to acquaint non-science people
with the field of science and show
the interrelationships within that
field," he said. "Many of the students
who plan to be teachers hope they
will never be faced with any science."
FOSTER'S DRY CLEANER'S
* COIN OPP. LAUNDRY A(
AND
DRY CLEANING
Corner of Forest A ye. and Main St. Orono
BREAK WITH TRADITION!
DRINK AT
ST. LOUIS' TAVERN
CENTER ST. OLD TOWN
AT THE END OF THE BRIDGE
NEW!
LOVABLE
PA41_,1 0 S E
LIGHT SPANDEX
FIGURE CONTROL
GUARANTEED
NO BAG OR SAG
oo
krivable
GUARANTEES IT!
No more bag, sag, bind or bulge.
Panty Hose Pius keeps you smooth
and wrinkle-free from waist to toe
. and trims you all around. Try a
pair . . you've never worn panty
hose like these before.
Petite, Medium, Medium Tall.
Off-Blush, Honey, Sun Bronse
WOW. tellOSI
MOIMI .41 NM R.
Pant, Of" 20% oponor.
logs ,00%
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One fourth of Students obtain NBC newsman airs
$30 refunds on insurance premiums Political viewsby Chris Danaher
Over one quarter of all UMO
students have requested refunds of
their $30 insurance premiums, which
they paid with their fall semester
bills.
The appearance of the accident
and sickness reimbursement
insurance premium on the bill A. as
misleading for many.
No one will be covered by the
policy who is covered by "a personal
or hospital policy, automobile
liability or medical payments policy,
Workmen's Compensation,
Occupational Disease Act or Law,
Employers Liability or similar law of
any state, regional or Federal
Government. or any other valid &
collectable insurance", according to
the leaflet distributed with the UMO
registration material. The policy is
supervised by W. C. Ladd & Sons.
The flyer also explained that
refunds are availab:e if the student
NEED A BAND???
CALL BIG BEAT BOOKINGS
942-4579 or 27-5505
WGUY'S John Marshall,
Kinager
proves in writing that he has a similar
policy to the one offered by Ladd &
Sons.
Refund forms may be picked up insurance premiums.
at Alumni Hall between 8 a.m. and 4
p.m. Monday through Saturday.
Justice Dept. coming
continued from page 1
Paul Gauvreau, the group was trying
to determine how best to deal with
the situation. Suggestions ranged
from boycotting any organized
meetings, to putting the officials
completely on the defensive by
asking pointed questions about the
department's operations.
Libby said a student committee
will be appointed by Chalmers to
determine the type of forum to be
conducted. The committee,
supposedly to be made up of a dozen
students, has not as yet been formed.
After the meeting was concluded,
Libby sent an invitation to Assistant
Attorney General William D.
Ruckelshaus, who is in charge of
coordinating campus visits.
"We welcome a chance to discuss
topics of national concern with
responsible governmental officials,"
Libby stated, but added he would
The SHAMROCK
Live Entertainment
Tuesday & Friday nites
9 - I am
"Blue Destiny"
--downtown Orono
Students have reported that W. C.
Ladd & Sons and the University have
acted swiftly in the refund of their
have preferred such an interchange of
thinking between students and the
Executive branch of the government
rather than with a single department.
Contacted at his office later that
afternoon, Ruckelshaus noted the
UMO campus has been the only one
to strongly oppose the Justice
Department's visitation request.
Many campus presidents have already
phoned and indicated they desire this
kind of dialogue, he said.
Ruckelshaus explained the UMO
campus was chosen for one of these
visits becuase "it is representative of
the kind of schools we want to
attend." Only one official will be
sent to the Orono campus, he said.
Emphasizing that these visits
could be beneficial because college
students will be able to talk with
flesh-and-blood Justice Depart me nt
officials, he said he hopes this move
wdl help diminish the polarization
evident in the nation as well as
diminish students' feelings that they.
live in a repressive society.
Students do not have to talk %kith
these men. Ruckelshaus noted, und
added that if a campus does not wish
to have a Justice Department visitor.
none vs ill
• 
HARDING
FLORIST
WEDDING BOUQUETS
FUNERAL DESIGNS
CORSAGES
POT1 ED PLANT'S
CUT FLOWERS
FLOWERS BY WIRE
Free Delivery to Campus
CALL 989-2100
22 S. MAIN ST BREWER
UNIVERSITY TWIN CINEMA
NEAR THE CAMPUS ON STILLWATER AVE. GRANT PLAZA OLD TOWN TEL 827-3850
$1.50 ADMISSION TO ALL SHOWS EXCEPT N. & TUES. ARE BUCK NIGHTS
Love
Cinema I
MASH at 7 pm & 9 pm
Cinema II
Double Feature
You Junie Moon Goodbye Columbus
9 pm
COMING ATTRACTIONS
starts Sunday at Cinema II - double feature
wednesday thru saturday
The Out-of-Towners
True Grit
at 7 pm
at 9 pm
SHUTTLE BUS SERVICE
Mon., Tues., Friday & Saturday
25 round-trip pick-up point at the Memorial Union
will leave at 8:50
return buses 10 minutes after show
(additional buses available if needed)
Politics, politicians and the
condition of the country were the
subject of a lecture by NBC newsman
James Hartz, Monday, in he Bangor
Room of the Memorial Union.
Speaking of his upcoming book,
THI.. WHOLE WORLD IS SHOT.
Hartz said the title came to him
during a televised moonshot when
one of the astronauts pointed his
camera at the far-distant Earth. It
hung there like a blue-and
green-patterned ball until the
astronaut zoomed in for a close-up,
Hartz said. Then it filled the entire
screen distorted out of all proportion
until the screen dissolved into
blackness, he added.
Hartz feels a similar lack of
proportion occurs in our thinking
today. He sees a general drift toward
self-destruction, disguised by modern
rationale. For instance, if
environmental imbalance were to
bring on another ice age, businessmen
would welcome it as "a good season
for overcoats," he said.
Many people's minds, Hartz
remarked, are destroyed through
disuse: they let others do the
thinking. These men are terrified by
the complexity of today's world and
arc ripe for demagogues. Hartz cited
the case of the construction workers,
disturbed by the rising
unemployment in their field, who
vented their rage on peace
demonstrators in New York earlier
this year.
Hartz warned that vengence is
loose in this land. "There are those in
this country who would make sou
pawns." Now that the issues are
being lost in the swirl of retribution.
Hartz emphasized, victory lies in
strategy not in tactics. Above all, we
must learn to think, he said.
Government secrecy on the
diplomatic level came under fire by
Hartz. lie said governments of the
orld are conducting their
diplomatic affairs "as if somebody
might find out." Ile contended the
people must be involved in
decision-making.
In a scenario with President
Nixon, Hartz maintained the
government chooses the expedient
and justifies itself later, without
consulting the people.
The President is too concerned
with his public image, protested
Hartz, and he should have to debate
his opponents publicly. What this
country needs, he said, is not a
"father image" but a steward and a
trustee.
Beware of simple solutions, Hartz
warned. Quoting from Marshall
McLuhan and Thomas Paine, Hartz
said we must get the martyrs out of
our midst for there is a close
relationship between the ridiculous
and the sublime, and one step in
either direction could be crucial.
There is no happy ending and
things will get worse before they get
better because though it has long
been said that all men can live in
peace, Hartz sees no instance where
this has actually happened.
Drug study
continued from page 1
syrups, and other medicines
containing narcotics, or common
stimulants such as "No Doz."
In all drug categories, most
students prefer drug use in a
residence on or near the University.
The most popular setting by far, was
"with one or more close friends"
except %%MI the harder drugs where
the pattern showed students like to
use them when alone.
Most students who have never
used drugs of any sort state that they
simply don't appeal to them. But the
main deterrent to the use of harder
drugs and narcotics is the possibility
of mental or physical harm. Very few
(13 percent) gave this fear of harm
reason for not using marijuana.
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Mrs. Maine Club 
CAL[NOMI NOTICES CALENDARorganizing for full fall
One of the basic goals of the Mrs.
Maine Club this year is to make
people aware of the clubs needs and
activities. The Mrs. Maine Club
consists of a group of students' wives
who are "uniting" every Wednesday
evening throughout the tall semester.
The club's programmed meetings are
aimed at fulfilling some of the
educational, recreational, and social
needs of its members.
Perhaps their greatest
contribution to the university is the
Well-Baby Clinic with attending
pediatrician, Dr. Edward Hughes. All
physicals, shots, and vaccinations are
given at a reduced rate for students'
children. A clinic is held the second
Saturday of every month on the
Orono campus.
The Mrs. Maine (tub also
sponsors a one
-hundred dollar loan
which is available to members'
families. They also donate food
baskets to the underprivileged in
surrounding communities every
Easter, Thanksgiving, and Christmas.
Hopefully, this semester's
activities will arouse the interest of
more university wives.
Future plans include a fashion
show on Nov. 3 in Hauck
Auditorium, a Pot Luck Supper for
husbands, a Scotch Auction, a
Halloween party for their children,
and a social evening with the Husson
College Wives.
In a more serious vein, Rev. Ron
Willis, Director of Bangor's RAP
Center, will present a program on
Art prof returnsdrugs Oct. 21.
from European hunt
Professor Vincent Hangen,
Chairman of the UMO Art
Department, is back at the Orono
campus after taking a leave of
absence during the 1969-70 school
year. "It was the first vacation 1 had
had in a long time," he said, "and
frankly,1 felt 1 deserved it."
Hartgen spent the entire year
traveling extensively around Western
Europe with his wife, visiting
university art departments and
"religiously" seeking out works of art
from sculpture to architecture. He
said he thought he was getting stale.
tie hadn't seen some of the great
works in 25 years, he indicated, and
found it hard to discuss them
effectively in lecture. "I wanted to be
able to say 1 had recentlyexperienced
them first hand."
But the trip wasn't completely
for aesthetic purposes, he said.
Hartgen talked with countless dealers
and artists, arranging exhibits for the
university. And in order to choose
works of art that would he of the
VINER'S SE7
Fast Guaranteedp
— REPAIR --
[SERVICE
• Radios
• Tele%ision
• Tape
Recorders
• Record
Players
• Amplifiers
• Rand
Instruments F,
• Piano Tuning;-"
Tel.
945-9494
VINER
MUSIC COMPANY
most value to us, he took into
consideration the works
entertainment as well as intellectual
value.
Friday, October 9
Flea Market, Lown Room,
Memorial Union. all day.
MUAB Movie, Into Two
Won't Go", plus cartoon. Hauck
Auditorium 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Recital, Walter Nowick and
Deborah Moscowitz, duo pianists. No
admission charge. Lord Hall Recital
Hall. 8:15.
Saturday, October 10
MUAB Movie, "Barefoot in the
Park", Hauck Auditorium. 7 & 9:30
p.m.
Sunday, October 11
Film Classics, "The Round-up",
100 Forestry Building. 8 p.m.
Admission charge.
Tuesday, October 13
Poetry Hour, OPEN RI AD1NG.
Coe Lounge, Memorial Union. 4 p.m.
Wednesday, October 14
Art Department and MUAB film,
"A Report on the Party and the
Guests", Fine Art of the Cinema
Series. 8:15 p.m. Free.
22 North Main St. Old Town
SLEEP SOFAS
BLOW YOURSELF UP
TO POSTER SIZE
Send any black and .sh.te
color photo. poiaro.d P" •
cartoon or magaz.ne ph '
A great G.11 .0ea a so en
MO Gag ideal room decora-
bon Perfect for pates
Poster maded in sturdy tube
x3FT$3.5°
1 1/2 FT. x 2 FT. $ 2.50
3 FT x 4 FT $750
Your -,, nu. ,P1,ned u,C1.1,afted Add V), rn• postage Plandl.nit
BLOWUP PO BOX 589 NY 10010 NY
0.4.44 .734a....9.and
4
••••• r
FISH & CHIPS BASKET
3 pieces of batter-crisp fish
with golden french fries,
cole slaw, and a hot roll with butter
, et
ALL for the low price of 990 
Stillwater Avenue Okd Town, Mpine 827-4'2,77
.... .
CDAB Movie "I Love You Alice
B. Toklas", 100 Forestry Building, 7
& 9 p.m.
Concert Series, New York Pro
Musica "Music for Elizabeth",
Memorial Gymnasium, 8:15 p.m.
Thursday, October 8
Botany Seminar. Dr. Roy
McGowan of Brandeis University.
120 Deering Hall. 4 p.m.
Computer Center Seminar 102
Lord Hall. 4 p.m.
C DAB Movie, "On the
Waterfront", with Marlon Brando
and Karl Malden. 137 Bennett 7 p.m.
(two shows)
The Council of Colleges first
monthly meeting for the school year
will be held Monday, October 12 at
3:1(1 p.m. in 137 Bennet Hall
Members of the UMO community are
cordially invited to attend.
The Memorial Union Activities
Governing Board has established a
political activities room in the Lown
Room of the Memorial Union which
will be open to UMO political groups
throughout the November 3
elections 
s The UMO Dept. of Political
Science is now receiving applications
for the 1971 Congressional
Internship Program which is open to
junior students.
Students interested in this
program may pick up applications at
27 North Stevens. The applications
must be returned by Nov. 2.
GASS OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
138 Washington St.
Tel. 942-6789
BANGOR, MAINE
"Everything for the
students and your
office'.
Attorney General lames I
will speak in Hauck Auditoriu.
12:00 noon Tuesday, Oct. 12.
presentation will consist of a •
speech to the audience to
followed immediately by ques
from the floor. At 1:30,
Republican gubernatorial nom
will hold a press conference in
Walker Room of the Mem,
Union.
Thursday, Oct. 1 15, at 6:30 j
in 105 Bennett Hall, the M.
Observatory Staff will hold its I
meeting of the year for all ti
students interested in getting
know, understand and work with
science of astronomy.
AN VILLAGE
featuring
Pizza - Spaghetti
Gourmet
So wiches
Orders Put Up to Take Out
TEL. 942-7117
OPPOSITE SOUTH CAMPUS
Westgate Mall
Bangor, Maine
krZtpen Dolly R A.M. to 10 P.M.
Man. tiara Set.
re
PERMANENTLY PRESSED
They're here' MALE'S new trJi-
tional flares Climb into a )n-
temporary traditionai SEEN w th
these regular-rise all perma-
nently pressed slacks. Perfect
with that double breasted blazer
Take the new traditional fashion
lead with slash front pockets and
two inch belt loops Available in
patterns and colors
Once you climb into them, you
won't want to be out of them
from
$900
DOWNTOWN BANGOR
•
4 '
• 
• • 0 • • ••
• • • • • 14 • • • • • • •
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Students at Orono's nev. Skitikuk school gather for one of the fess lecture
sessions they will he attending during the coming year. (CAMPUS photo by
Murdock)
M.
.mon,  
CK8A
BANGOR DOWNTOWN AIRPORT MALE
FLLSWORTH DOWNTOWN
LARGEST SELECTION IN NORTHERN
\ EW ENGLAND
BASS WEEJUNS BASS TACKS
\ \ I) \
CURRAN CO. BOOT SHOP
72 MAIN ST. DOWNTOWN BANGOR
GRANTS
TOWN & COUNTRY
'FAMILY DINING
FAMILY Aq.
YOUR CHOIC!
a learn at Skitikuk school
by Pat Chasse
What's a Skitikuk?
This question is a fairly common
one in the Orono area this fall. As
word spreads of the new Skitikuk
school on Rennoch Road in Orono,
students and residents puzzle over
the apparently sudden appearance of
a progressive school in a
not-so-progressive part of the
country.
Skitikuk (Indian for "quiet
waters" or "stillwater") is indeed
with us, for a year at least, With 16
acres of woods and fields, 73
students (ages 3 through 18), and 15
faculty members, Skitikuk offers a
program that many university
students would envy-freedom to
study what one wants to, when, and
at the pace one desires.
Students are not "taught," they
are helped to learn: and courses are
initiated by both students and staff.
Study areas available include pottery,
batik, silverwork, painting, drawing,
graphics, music, math, science,
political science, languages, literature,
and many others.
Surprisingly, students seem to
find math and languages more
attractive when they are not required
subjects. In fact, these courses are
requested by the students.
Skitikuk is open on a 12-month
basis. There are no set "vacations."
since a student may take a leave of
absence when he pleases. [here will
probably be quite a revs students who
will more than surpass the I80-day
state education requirement, It
appears that many would stay all
night if they could.
Several mothers have been heard
to comment on the difficulty of
prying their youngsters away from
school at the end of the day—a
dramatic switch from their public
school experiences.
Many of the students are the
most vociferous promoters of the
school, and their advertisements
attract friends from the • ,t!lk•r•
roft044"1
1/41.1.,
Every Tuesday and Thursday
from 4 P.M. to closing is
'BUM'
GHT
* Roast Turkey Dinner
* Golden Fried Chicken
* Roast Beef Au Jus
* Ham Steak Hawaiian
with potatoes, choice of vegetable
or creamy col* slaw, roll and butter
AT GRANTS
m
r, ps\-mh.c-
$
CHILDREN'S SPECIAL HAMBURGER,
French Fries and Coke  794
STORE HOURS 9 A M TO 9 P M
Grant Plaza St illwater Ave. Old Town, Maine
schools "check out" Skitikuk alter
their own classes. At Skitikuk th,
students use the outside world a ,
their classroom instead of beim
isolated from it.
Stephen Albert, founder and
director of the school, explained the
school's underlying goals long before
Skitikuk opened its doors: "At
Skitikuk each individual will be free
to explore his interests, and to learn
about who he is. The individual ssho
understands himself is better able to
live in harmony with others."
Both the staff and students are
learning at Skitikuk, a process that Getting into auto mechanics 1,
should be welcomed back into the only one of the many projects
public educational system of a Skitikuk students have undertaken
speeding world, for the school year. (CAMPUS photo
b, \I rdiwk
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVERY KIND PRINTED,
FICTtON, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAPERBACK. ALWAYS A
LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURNITURE AT LOW,
LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQUES FOR THAT MEAN-
INGFUL GIFT.
-- Largest Shop in Maine --
End of Toll Bridge Brewer, Maine
Open 9-9 Tel. 942-8563
Caron s
'I-louse of Fine Fabric-
GUILFORD MILL STORE
Register now for sewing classes starting
the week of Oct. 10
Woolens McCall Patterns
GUILFORD INDUSTRIES
47 Center St.. Old Town, Maine 827 3124
• RIDING EVERY DAY•
TURNER'S RIDING STABLES
HOLDEN, MAINE
TRAIL RIDES EVERY SATURDAY
Starts at 10:00 a.m. and lastc for 2 hrs.
SPECIAL RATES FOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS WITH ID
FREE COFFEE AND DOUGHNUTS
Take Houte 9 towards Eddington for ten
miles Turn right at our sign and drive one
mile to the ranch. Tel. 843-7412 or 6466
october 8,
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Hart gen to sell Senate prepares for academic reform
art prints cheap
by David Bright
Walk into most student rooms on
campus and you find the walls
adorned with posters either
boughten or stolen. Posters are
students' first choice for decorations
for two reasons. They're big enough
to cover a major portion of those
drab concrete slabs the housing office
calls walls, and they're cheap, which
means you get more coverage to the
penny.
If you look around you can find
some pretty nice looking ones also,
but only if you want to decorate in
the vernacular. Posters have a way of
screaming the now generation and,
except for the good photographic
ones, they rely heavily on graphic
design and words to convey their
message. For most they're just the
thing, but for the few students on
campus who appreciate something a
bit more into the classic examples of
art, posters just don't make it.
For those few students, providing
there are no more than 120 of them
on campus, the Art Department has
an answer. Working with the
Housing Office, the Art Department
is going into its fourth year of
loaning reproductions of famous
masterpieces to students. tor one
dollar a student can get a framed
reproduction for a school year, which
puts it well within the range of a
student's budget for cultural
expenditures.
The 120 reproductions are on
display in the lounge area in Hilltop
Cafeteria. The display is open from I
to 5 p.m. and runs weekdays until
October 13. Students can sign out
the reproductions anytime the
exhibit is open.
Two new innovations are being
added to the program this year. The
program is being opened up to
off
-campus students and faculty
members. Off-campus students can
sign out reproductions at the same
time as dorm students. Faculty may
chose from any left on the 14, 15,
and 16 of the month, from I to 5
p.m.
The paintings are fine quality
reproductions, all framed and average
18 by 24 inches in size. They run the
entire range of art from Renaissance
to Picaso. The reproductions were
used in the Art Department's classes
until it began using slides.
Art Department Chairman
Vincent Hartgen urges students to
visit the exhibit as soon as possible as
most of the prints usually are taken
halfway through the show. He
couldn't comment on how many
would be left for faculty after
art-hungry students had their pick.
All men interested in trying out
for Varsity Basketball should report
to the Memorial Gymnasium on
Tuesday, Oct. 12. at 7 p.m.
The UM() student senate Tuesday
night appointed five students to the
UM() Council of Colleges and
approved the establishment of
departmental councils as initial steps
in attempting to implement various
academic changes as voted by the
student body in he academic poll last
April.
Senate President Chic Chalmers,
in his opening address, said academic
change will be the top priority of the
senate this year. Whether students
can have a say in policy-making "can
no longer remain an unsolved issue,"
he stated. "We have work ahead of us
and our goals arc pretty clear."
Students elected to the Council
of Colleges were: Mike Huston, Arts
and Sciences; Patricia Riley,
Education: Bill Donroe, Business;
Jeff Ross. Technology; and Ron
Beard, Life Sciences and Agriculture.
Elected to the Student Senate
executive committee were Peggy
Dumais, Bill Donahue, Colin Gillis,
and Steve Gotlieb. live persons were
nominated for the four positions.
The senate approved a proposal
calling for a UMO task force on
academic review of the Council of
Colleges. The measure stated the
committee will be "charged with the
investigation, the gathering of
information, the holding of hearings
and the submission of
recommendations to the Orono
Council of Colleges and the General
Student Senate for action in areas of
academic policy including grading
and testing, curriculum, admission
procedures, academic advising
systems, placement, athletic
programs, student financial aid,
GFabric
GBazaar
BONDED ACRYLICS
Reg. $3.99
$2.99
$3.79
Union Mall
Now $2.99
$2.25
$2.94
Bangor
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
A.A.A.
SNOW TIRES
BILL GAVETT PROP.
866-2311
CHALET
ALIGNMENT
TUNE-UPS
BILL GAVETT PROP.
866-2538
ANIMI11111111nor 
RESTAURANT
FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
"To add to your dining pleasure we now ofje
your favorite beverage"
STATE STREET, VEAZIE TEL 945-6500
FOR EVERYTHING
'MUSIC
Instruments - Book - Supplies
11$ MAIN Si'. BANGOR
DOWNTOWN BANGOR UNION MALL
featuring
fresh young "with it fashions" fin- on
or off campus activities
DRESSES...PANTDRESSES..JUMPSUITS
for junior and junior petites
SPORTSWEAR
sweaters...pants...skirts...blouses...jackets...ponchos
COME IN AND OPEN
R IN ES "Co-ed" Charge Account
on proper identification, you will receive a
special charge card and up to $25.00 instant
credit.
NO INTEREST or CARRYING CHARGES. 1 NEW UNION MALL OPEN EVENINGS TIL 9:30R.M.
GUITAR LESSONS
On campus. 20 for $20
Prof. A. W. Ede
• 207 Barrows •
866-4150
OOPS' Flunk !,ou -- or she— W1111.1
gel pregnant ' Ili ink Im.k.e and be
prepared. Nos % MI Can get tiationall
Atirmti and imported nonprest.riptio,
ionirriepiRes l's mail. .‘nd books
birth control and population. No
obligation. t', rite Population Ser%lk •
140 \I 2115-k If Chapel 11111. 5. .
'7S14
POETRY WANTED for possible
inclusion cooperative volume.
Enclose stamped envelope.
Editor, Box 4444, Whittier,'
Calif. 90607.
ENGLISH RIDING LESSONS
AND EQUITATION
For Children. Ring and trail
work. Experienced teacher. Call
Jean Goldfine at 827-2514,
evenings.
CLASSIFIED PAGE
Coming next week!!!!
• Do .you need a date for Saturday Nile?
• Do you want a ride how on the weekends and racations.-
• Do you want extra riders to share traveling expenses.'
• Do you want to sell, buy, beg, borrow or rent:'
The Maine Campus can help you with all these problems
for the cost of $1.50 which allows you a one column -
one inch ad. Contact the Maine Campus offices at Lord
Hall. 866-7531 or 7532. Deadlines are Monday noon.
requirements and all other such
matters deemed appropriate by the
Task Force."
The senate also approved student
attendance at faculty meetings and
tabled sections of the proposed
senate budget dealing with salaries of
senate administrators after they had
been voted down.
Most of the salaries would have
been increased, but senators asked
that a comprehensive listing of
individual duties be brought before
the senate at the next meeting.
Mi0F, THE BIG
DECISION.
DON'T LET
SOMETHING
SMALL AND
BEAUTIFUL
WIND YOU
UP TIGHT.
BRIGHTON
A Love Ring mood.
One of many.
Crown
Jewelers
available in 14 K white
or yellow cold
from S100 - up
CASH
CHARGE BUDGET
THE
FOR BIG. BIG BARGAINS
We carry latest fashions and
styles, catering to University
students
FOR GUYS AND GALS
Levi and Maverick Jeans
Suede and Leather Jackets-
regular and fringed
Bell Bottoms and Wild Sport Shirts
Sneakers and Boots
Fringe Novelty Items and Posters
InermionessesessisiessaismonsommossiessimmommeallIMBelli
FALL UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
STUDENTS
10% DISCOUNT
UPON SHOWING THIS COUPON
lissessenesemensommossimmessussaimossassuesessmosissimi
30- 32 Main St.
Bangor, Maine Tel. 945-6293
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Rams romp over
Maine eleven 23.6
by I ony F laherty.
Last Saturday., the football team
went down to its third defeat in
three games, losing to thc University
of Rhode Wand Rams by a score of
23-6. While Maine showed much
improvement over their loss to
Hofstra a week ago, they couldn't
make the big plays which could have
made the outcome a little different.
After the opening kickoff, which
the Rams returned to the Bear
forty-yard line, neither team did
much with their first offensive series.
Midway through the First period, the
Rams connected on a fifty-two yard
pass play for the first score of the
game; Wicks to Denniston. The Maine
defense then got tough and repulsed
two consecutive drives within their
thirty yard line. However, the Rams
put together a forty-six yard drive to
make the score fourteen to nothing.
When Rhodic caught punter Mike
Porter in the ens: zone for a
two-point safety, making the score
sixteen to nothing, the game seemed
lost.
After the second-half kickoff,
Maine drove forty-nine yards for
their only score, with the try for two
ANY SIZE
WHITEWALLS
! ONE LOW PRICE
WINTER TREADS
=ge
BUY NOW.
BEAT no SNOW!
WHITTIER FIRESTONE
86 NO. MAIN ST.
OLD TOWN, ME. 04468
• • •
827-2757
points failing. Rhothe staged a
seventy yeard drive to add all the
insurance they needed.
At the Monday-night film review
of the game. defensive back Coach
Bob Pickett narrated the weekly
showing of the previous Saturday's
game. Head Coach Walt Abbott was
absent because of a TV show.
According to Pickett, if only
three or four plays had gone the
other way, it would have been a
different ball game. Among these
were Rhodie's first touchdown when
the howling of the wind prevented a
Maine halfback from hearing the
defensive calls, thus enabling
Dcnniston to be completely in the
open for an easy score. Another
instance occurred when defensive
back Bob Hayes really belted a Ram
receiver, causing a fumble. The
referee maintained that the ball was
dead and Rhodie proceeded to drive
on to their second score. A few
missed penalties on flagrant
violations by Ram players and a few
dubious calls against Maine gave
Rhode Island all the breaks they
needed to win the ball game.
Pickett praised the work of Bob
Hayes in the secondary, citing
numerous hard tackles and est:ellen'
pass defense. Ile also had words of
praise for fullback Bob Marchildon
whose hard running kept the Ram
defenses honest throughout the
game.
• • •
One of the 10
greatest pictures
of all time.
• • •
DR. ZHIVAGO
I lekl over lor
2iid ""
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Theater
Evenings 7:30 pm
Bangor. Maine
lifi10 booters stun Fmsh
 upsets
Rhode Island
The varsity debut of Maw Osode
and the return of All-Conference
halfback Brian Lyons gave the soccer
team a big boost as the Paul
Stoyell-coached Bears gained revenge
by a score of 2-0 over a Rhode Island
team which had defeated them by a
score of 74 a year ago. The two
UMO men booted a goal apiece, with
Lyons getting an assist on Osodc's
goal and then scoring his unassisted.
Both scores came in the first half.
Osode, the much heralded
captain of the 1968 Nigerian
Olympian Soccer team, shone in his
first game with the Bears. His
halfback play was dazzling and, along
with Lyons and co-captaines Jossy
Byamah and Ruben Hernandez,
makes the Maine halfback corps a
force to be reckoned with in future
tilts.
Of the two goals, Lyons' was the
most spectacular. He broke away and
hustled up the right side of the field.
When he was about thirty yards from
the goal, he let loose a shot that
curved beautifully into the left side
of the net.
In the second half, play was fairly
even with both teams getting chances
for scores, Play was marred by the
threat of fights late in the fourth
quarter which resulted in the
expulsion of Ruben 11ernandez and a
Ram midfielder. On another
occurcnce, Osode and a Rhode Island
player collided going after the ball
resulting with an injury to the Ram
player. A Ram fullback pinned Osode
to the ground, and was in the process
of unloading a punch on him when
he was tackled by a Maine player.
Both benches emptied but order was
restored by the coaches and referees.
Coach Stoyell said, "The 7-1 loss
last year left kind of a bad taste in
UNIVERSITY
LANES
10-Pin Bowling
A.M.F. Automatic Pinsetters
8 Lanes
Billiards and Table Tennis
•
Monday thru Saturday
11 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.
Sundays-1 p.m. - 11 p.m.
•
UM at Bangor
California Avenue
Public Invited
tel. 945-3327
AT THE ANCHORAGE
OLD TOWN
**--* Provocation
PRESENTS
Edgar Lee Masters'
SPOON RIVER ANTHOLOGY
 1
Friday, Oct. 9 6:30 pm
Cast: Jeff Nichols
Bill Rayne
Beth Hartman
Lynda Woolley
Harry Davis
(Produced by special arrangement with Samuel French, Inc I
our mouths, and we jumped on
them early. It brings a team down
when you're behind early".
In a game played last Wednesday,
Maine and Bates battled to a 1-1 tie.
Brian Smith headed in a kick from
Ron Conyers for the Maine goal. The
Bates' goal was scored by Visser.
In games this week, Maine
entertains Bowdoin on Wednesday
and travels to UNH for a 10:30 game
on Saturday.
Dalers lose
20-39
to UNB
In a dual meet held at halftime of
Saturday's football game, the Umo
Varsity Dalers went down to 20-39
defeat at the hands of the University
of New Brunswick to drop their
record to I win and three loses,
Richard Slipp of New Brunswick was
the individual winner as he handed
Maine's Chris Warner his first defeat,
The order of finishers was: L
Slipp (NB), 2, Warner (M), 3. Bill
Slipp (NB), 4. Dupuis (M), 5. Steeves
(NB), 6. Daley (M),7. Beatie (NB), 8,
Ward (M), 9, Cordner (NB). 10.
Gaudet (NB), 11, Pluff (M), 12,
Krause (M), 13, Kehoe (M), 14.
Plager (M), 15. Henry (M).
Fairmount
Fabrics
Unbonded & Bonded Coatings
With ID students get 10% off
on all purchases f.f!
Mon. - Sat.
9:30 am - 5 pm
25 Franklin St.
Bangor, Maine
crack Bridgton
football squad
For the first three periods of play
it appeared that Bridgton, undefeated
in two years, would have no trouble
handing a much smaller Maine team
an opening game defeat. Bridgton,
quarter backed by Ken Ladd of
Newburyport, scrambled to a 16-6
half-time lead and widened the gap to
30-6 with minutes remaining in the
third period. Then a spirited Maine
team began to put together one of
the finest football finishes seen on
this campus in years.
A Bruce Madden pass to Fanjoy
brought Maine its second touchdown,
and John Squires of Swampscott for
two points, caught a Madden pass
placing the score at 30-14. In the
fourth period Jack Lamborghini
scored on a four year run, and
Squires again grabbed a two point
pass. Maine's fourth touchdown came
on a Jim White run with a two point
pass to Sam Estes, making the score
even at 30-30. Then, with only
seconds remaining, Lamborghini
climaxed the upset by grabbing the
final touchdown pass.
SPORTS
CALENDAR
Friday, Oct. 9
Freshman Football vs. University
f New Hampshire, home 2 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 10
Varsity Football vs. University of
ew Hampshire, away 1:30 p.m.
Varsity Soccer vs. University of
ew Hampshire away 10:30 a.m.
Varsity Cross Country vs.
lniversity of New Hampshire, away
1 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 13
I reshman Soccer vs. Colby
:rosh, home 3 p.m.
Freshman Cross Country vs.
rewer H.S., home 4 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 14
Varsity Soccer vs. Bates, away
30 p.m.
BEACON MOTOR COMPANY
"SUBARU STARS"F From 
WHEEL 
JEa7n
FRONT 
Dfliyi
Totally new compact car
and up to 40 miles to the gallon
under $2000
contact Ray Dow, salesman
(behind the Bangor House)
Bangor
945-9458
a sharp. business-minded
individual looking for practical
experience selling advertising
106 Lord Hall
CAMPUS office
ask for Margie
(must have car)
WANTED
for this paper
